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On 01-02 October, the 4°
transnational meeting of this project
took place in Riga (Latvia) hosted by

Apeirons at its premises.

O2 Learning
materials

On 24-26 April 2019, DomSpain Consulting

organised a short-term joint staff training

activity in Reus.

In this training, two educators from each

partner organisation who had previously

completed the e-course “Digital tools for

Smart Development” and several trainers and

experts on the project field took part. The



Two years of the
project

During its first six months, the COUNT ME

IN project has completed a database of

successful projects, ideas and changes

implemented or being implemented in EU

countries, for a total of 80 cards. They have

been included in the SMART platform and

you can have full access to them wherever you

are and whenever you want by clicking here.

You will be finding an interactive map and

you will be able to examine each card from

country to country, whether they are project,

ideas, or changes.

Furthermore, the consortium has developed

the modules for the e-course "Digital tools

for Smart Development", covering all the

areas addressed by the project: water, waste,

energy management, e-governance, data

mining, urban mobility, citizen services and

access for all. Recently, the project e-course

has been successfully completed with the

learning materials, ready to be used

during the next pilot-tests in each partner

country.

For those who have missed the
previous newsletter, watch the video

of the training in Reus by clicking
here!

training took place in the premises of

DomSpain.

After the training, partners prepared

teaching/ learning materials in their own

languages targeting

adult educators

youth and

people with special needs.

The next project meeting, the 5° and
last one - along with the final event -
will be hosted by AGRRA in Zadar

(Croatia), on April 2020.

Pilot-test and final
event in Zadar

After the training in Reus (Visit the project

timeline on our website to get all the info and

pictures about the training!), the partners

have developed the learning materials of the

e-course, and they will be tested by people

from different target groups (adult trainers,

youth and people with special needs). The

pilot-test will be the last and yet valuable

resource for the consortium to release the

final version of the e-course.

On April 2020, after having delivered the

final version of the e-course and the SMART

platform, the partners will join AGRRA in

Croatia for the organisation of the final

project event and meeting. It will be a great

occasion for wrapping up the encouraging
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results of the project, presenting the final

outputs and widening the network.

Have a look to the project's hashtag Visit our website! Contact us!

The European Commission support for the production of

this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the

contents which reflects the views only of the authors, and

the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use

which may be made of the information contained therein.

We are on Facebook! The page is weekly updated, don't miss any content by clicking here!
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